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SG elections postponed "indefinitely
By DAN HOCKTNSMITH
News Editor
Following the en-masse resignation of
the student elections commission Feb. 18.
Student Government President David
Ki^khart told the Siudenl Assembly. 'The
elections arc postponed — indefinitely."
"I have an obligation... to uphold the SG
Constitution," said Kirkhart. "We have no
election commission. SG jannot run the
elections."
Elections comrtiission chairman Tim
Rogers told the Assembly he resigned along
with Ellen Mctzon and Nancy Spitler after
a Feb. 17 appeals board overruled a commission decision barring SG Rep. LaShawne
Meriwether and Laura Lacy from being
placed on the ballot as presidential and vice
presidential candidates.
Meriwether told The Guardian she and
Lacy were eliminated from ballots because
she missed a mandatory meeting for candidates Feb. 7. Meriwether said she met with
aprofessor for the duration of the 15-minute
meeting.
Meriwether said the professor wrote a
letter to the commission verifying the consultation took place.
«
Political science professor James
Walker, who acted as Meriwether's adviser
at the appeal hearing, said, "The evidence is
overwhelming that procedures were not followed ... I claim (the elections commission)
does not have the power to keep someone

off the ballot."
Rogers added he felt uncomfortable presenting the commission's case as an undergraduate student as opposed to a faculty
member "with a background in law."
In a letter to WSU President Harley
Flack. Rogers charges history professor
Barbara Green called student commissioners "racist" and intimidated appeals board
members "into voting with (Meriwether)...
before the meeting even convened."
Green was unavailable for comment at
press time.
App :>Is board chair Rhonda Reigh could
not be reached by telephone for comment at
press time.
Student Organizations and Leadership
Development Assistant Director Gerry
Petrak, adviser to a SG committee looking
at possible revisions to election rules, said
she expects the committee will enact more
specific rules than the ones now in place.
Acting Vice President for Student Affairs Joanne Risacher said she thinks the
optimum time to hold new elections is the
early part of the spring quarter.
Incoming SG members take office following spring commencement.
Risacher said Flack was out of town
when elections were postponed. "We haven't
had a chance to talk," she said.
'There was too much faculty intervention in this matter," Rogers said. "I think
(SG) has been further discredited in the eyes
of an always skeptical student body."

Candidates avoid placing blame
In the wake of the announcement
postponing Student Government elections, several students involved in the
elections commented about what happened.
Presidential candidate Toby
Pinkerton said, "I think that there were
some flaws in the appeals process, however, I don't think that it's anyone's
fault that this happened."
Candidate LaShawne Meriwether,
who filed the original appeal, said, "I
feel that it is very unfortunate that the
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elections are postponed, because it is
mandated by the Student Government
Constitution of the student body that
elections should be held during the
seventh week of the quarter."
Candidate James Crabtree, whodebated Pinkerton Feb. 16, said he agiecs
with Meriwether but does not like the
timing of the announcement.
Ben Keller, Pinkerton's vice presidential running mate, said, "It's frustrating. but everything Toby and I believe in still stands."

The fourth and final installment
of Guardian Special Report: Campus Rape originally scheduled to
appear in this issue of The Guardian will run next week.
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Student elections commission chairman Tim F ogers resigned Feb. 18.
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Committee ready for student candidates
By GINA V. GOMEZ
Special Writer
Selection iscurrently underway
for what may become the most
powerful student position on campus. Students have until Feb. 25 to
submit packets for the position of
student trustee.
At Wright State two of 11 Board
of Trustees positions arc students
with two-year staggered terms. The
current student trustees arc Kim
Covert (who is being replaced)and
Shawn Kaeser.
According to Marc Conic .xccutive director of the Ohio Student Association, student trustees
don't currently vote at Board of
Trustees meetings, but that could
change if Ohio House Bill 601 is
passed.
photo by Scott Coaolino
Committee hearings on the bill
Current Student Trustees Shawn Kaeser and Kim Covert.
are scheduled to end this week.

W

hoever gets this position has
to have the idea that it's about
U, not about their constituencies."
—David Kirkhart

"Student Government is responsible for putting forward the
names to the governor. Here at
WSU we are going to have a selection committee made up of SG
members, and myself as chair,"
said Kaeser. "It works out so that I
only vote if there's a tie. And I
doubt that's going to happen since
they are selecting five names."
Both Kaeser and SG President
David Kirkhart. a member of the
selection committee, said they arc
looking for students with leader-

ship experience.
"We'd like to look at people
who are student leaders. It would
be pretty difficult for someone who
doesn't know the university and
the way it is run to be placed as a
student trustee," said Kaeser.
"Whoever gets this position has
to have the idea that it's about
WSU, not about their constituencies," Kirkhart said. "They have
the voice of their constituencies
behind them but they have to look
out for the university."

Risacher moves up as Harris prepares to leave WSU

pnoio oy ocon uozzotmo

Acting Vice President for Student
Affairs Joanne Risacher

Twotop Wright State administrators will dent for 10 years. She first came to WSU in
take on additional responsibilities at WSU 1971.
From 1977-89, Risacher directed Stuand elsewhere.
WSU President Harley Flack appointed dent Development.
Vice President for Advancement James
Assistant Vice President for Student Life
Joanne Risacher acting vice president for Harris recently accepted the position of president of Defiance College in northeast Ohio.
student affairs.
Risacher assumed the position Monday.
About 1,000 students attend the private
She replaces outgoing Vice President for liberal arts college.
Student Affairs Harold Nixon, who resigned
Harris resigns from WSU June 30.
Harris became a vice president in 1991.
to take the same job at the University of
He currently oversees university offices of
South Florida in Tampa.
Nixon's last day at WSU was Feb. 16.
Alumni Relations. Development. Public
Flack names a vice presidential search Relations and Government Relations.
Harris is also president of the WSU Founcommittee this month; a new vice president
is expected to take over Student Affairs dation.
Flack said he begins the search for Haroffice functions by Sept. I.
Risacher served as assistant vice presi- ris' replacement as soon as possible.

photo courtesy of James Harris' office

Vice President for Advancement
James Harris leaves WSU in June.

Meetings & Events
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 23
• LIBNET instruction - Health
Science Resources, 2
p.m., Fordham Health
Sciences Library.
• Biological Sciences
seminar: "Behavioral
Diversity in Wild
Chimpanzees: Is It
Culture?," 11 a.m., 103
Biological Sciences.
Refreshments will be served
at 10:50 a.m. The guest
speaker will be William
McGrew of Miami
University.
• Center for Teaching and
Learning Brown Bag
Lunch: "Kudos: A Process
for Developing Effective
Teaching," noon, 062 Rike
Hall. Also held Feb. 24.
• Wright State Organization

for Women: "The Women's
Movement: Then and Now,"
noon, 155 University Center.
The speaker will be Donna
Schlagheck of WSU's Political
Science department.
• Mountaineering Club meeting, 8
p.m. For more information call
Jenn Denney at 873-2771.
THURSDAY, FEB. 24
• Center for Teaching and
Learning seminar: "Click!
Creating and Incorporating
Inages," 9:30 a.m., 054 Rike
Hall.
• TFL seminar: "Body
Composition," noon, 240 Nutter
Center.
• Writing Center workshop:
"Punctuation Review," 4 p.m.
For information call 873-4186.
• Physiology and Biophysics

seminar: "Regulation of
Cardiac Adenosine
Production," 12:15 p.m., 035
Medical Sciences. Guest:
Patricia Metting of the Medical
College of Ohio/Toledo.
Young Heroes Ceremony, 121
a.m.. Upper
Hearth
Lounge.

speaker will be Dr. Diana
Spillman, Miami University.
• University Vocal Jazz
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Creative
Arts Center Concert Hall.
• UCB Cinema: THX 1138, 8
p.m., 116 Health Sciences.
Also shown Feb. 26.
• Microbiology and Immunology
seminar: "Cytokines Induce
Cyclooxygenase Gene
Expression in Intrauterine
Tissue," 10:30 a.m., 214
Medical Sciences Building. Dr.
Douglas Kniss of Ohio State
University speaks.

FRIDAY, FEB. 25

SUNDAY, FEB. 27

• Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology seminar: "Dietary Fat
and Blood Lipid Fractions,"
11:30 a.m., 035 Medical
Sciences Building. The guest

• University Chorale, 8 p.m.,
CAC Concert Hall.
• UCB Cinema: Metropolis, 7
p.m.. 116 Health Sciences
Building.

MONDAY FEB. 28
• LIBNET instruction - Health
Science Resources, 1 p.m.,
Fordham Health Sciences
Library.
TUESDAY, MARCH 1
• Center for Teaching and
Learning seminar: "Lights,
Camera, Action!," 9:30 a.m.,
054 Rike Hall.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds,
noon , Good Samaritan
Hospital.
• Opera production workshop,
8 p.m. Also held March 2-5.
For more information call
873-2347.
• University/Community
Clarinet Choir, 8 p.m., CAC
Concert Hall.
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Campus Crime Report
THEFT
Feb. 10: Kevin Huang,
Dayton, reported the theft of
a text book valued at $21
from the Dunbar Library
Feb. 11: Roger Wagner,
Fairborn, had his "C"
parking pass removed from
his 1983 Plymouth Reliant
located in the Medical
Science Lot.
Feb. 12: Divesh Mahajan.
Fairborn. had his bookbag
worth $10 and its contents
stolen from the University
Center Cafeteria (Burger
King).
Feb. 14: Al Lansdone of
Media Services reported the
theft of a 25" Panasonic
monitor worth $489 and the
top shelf from a cart on
wheels worth $25 from 182
Millett Hall.
Feb. 15: Brian Pettitt,
Beavercreek. reported the
theft of a Pioneer compact
disc player valued at $350
from his 1985 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme parked in
the west gravel lot.
Chris Newsome, West Milton,
reported the theft of a
Pioneer compact disc
player, valued at $300, and
an Alpine amplifier worth

$300 from his 1986 Chevrolet
Camaro parked in the West
gravel lot.
Vince Duncan, Huber He1 'hts,
had a Rockford Amplifier worth
$300 stolen from his 1986
Chevrolet Camaro.
Christopher Duncan, Vandalia.
reported $359 of stereo
equipment stolen from his
1983 Chevrolet parked in the
Russ Engineering Center
gravel lot.
Deborah Lakjanous. Kettering,
reported the theft of an $80
Eddie Bauer jacket and a set
of car keys from the second
floor of the Dunbar Library.
Feb. 16: Andrew Hall. Dayton,
reported the th^ft of a leather
jacket, valued at $225, from
the UC racquetball reserve
room.
Bo Xu, Dayton, reported $60 of
equipment was stolen from
room 011D at the School of
Medicine.
Christine Carroll, Oak Hall,
'eported the theft of her bank
card from her apartment.
Several unauthorized charges
were then made on the card.
Jeff Robinson, Xenia, reported a
Bel radar detector valued at
$50 and a Cannon 35mm
camera with telephoto lens
worth $400 stolen from his
1981 GMC truck parked in the
Creative Arts Center lot.

Feb. 17: Gary Eilers,
Beavercreek. reported the
theft of a $200 car stereo from
his 1982 Toyota Supra parked
in the Russ Center gravel lot.
The passenger's side door
handle was pried open.
Scott Peele of Laura reported his
Alpine stereo worth $800 was
stolen from his 1983 Dodge
Dakota truck parked in the
Russ gravel lot. The driver's
side window was broken and
the driver's side door lock was
also damaged.
Rhonda Young, Dayton, reported

Feb 1R: Bonnie Redden, Troy,
r
" - 2 attempted theft of
f
ntiac Bonneville
frc
tt Hall parking lot.
Feb. i .
Bleything,
Spring!
sported the
attempted tueft of his 1991
Nissan from the K Lot. The
alarm was deactivated but
nothing was missing.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Feb. 12: Charles Culp. Fairborn.
reported damage to the double
doors of the UC cafeteria.
Someone tried unsuccessfully
to gain access.

CAMPUS
CRIME
REPORT
$7 cash was removed from her
jacket at 031 CAC.
ATTEMPTED THEFT
Feb. 11: Jennifer Sipniewski.
Englewood, reported an
attempted break-in of her
vehicle, an Oldsmobile
Firenza, parked in Lot 4. The
rear driver's side window was
broken out and the steering
column was cracked open.
Sipniewski was unsuccessful
in attempts to start the vehicle.
Feb. 14: An attempted theft

occurred on a 1985 Dodge
Ram owned by WSU.

Feb. 13: Brian Fleming,
Comdon, reported the removal
of a Master Lock, valued at $5.
from his locker at the Nutter
Center.
Feb. 16: Dewayne Kinder,
Dayton, reported witnessing
several people painting a 1986
Chrysler New Yorker parked in
the Allyn lot.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Feb. 13: Wright State Police
arrested a man walking North
on University Blvd. in the
middle of the far-right lane. He

appeared intoxicated and
was transferred to the
Fairborn Municipal Jail.
Feb. 15: A Laurel Hall
resident reported being
threatened and struck by a
purse on the south stairwell
of Allyn Hall between the
second and third floors.
TAMPERING
Feb. 12: A sanitary napkin
dispenser was reported
pried open in the first floor
women's restroom of the
University Center. No
money or property had
been removed.
Feb. 17: Billing information
was removed from a
computer in 130 Frederick
A. White Medical Center.
There is a suspect, and
criminal charges will be
pursued.
MENACING
Feb. 17: A Hamilton Hall
woman reported receiving
verbal threats from another
woman.
TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
Feb. 15: A Fairborn
woman reported receiving
harassing phone calls.

Gateway Travel
Providing a gateway to your
SPRING BREAK destinations!
Panama City Beach from $59

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy, Fairborn,
Right Next to Chi-Chi's across from
Wright State University

Daytona Beach from $88

Gateway Travel

Other destinations available
call now, space is limited
291-2020

Would You Like to Work w i t h New Students?
Do You Have Excellent Communication Skills?
Looking for an Exciting Summer Job?
Become a Student Orientation Leader and be
a Vital Part of Wright State University!
Please attend an I n f o r m a t i o n s e s s i o n at o n e of t h e f o l l o w i n g t i m e s :
Mouday, Feb. 2 8
7:00 p.m.
3 3 9 Millett
Tuesday, Mar. 1
7:00 p.m.
3 7 9 Millett
Wednesday, Mar. 9 7:00 p.m.
3 6 4 Allyn
Applications will be available after 7:00 p.m. on February 28. We recommend that you
attend an information session to learn more about the job requirements.
If you have any questions feel free to contact Shelly Morris at 873-5570 or Katie Deedrick at 873-3510.

FAMILY
VIDEO
1128 N. Broad St.
Fairborn 87S-8339
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Opinion

AGBfardian Health insurance un around
makes WSU student sick

Tht Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year »nd monthly during the summer. h is published by students of Wright Slate
University in Dayton, Ohio.
Editorials without bylinesreflectthe majority
opinion of the editorial board.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and
advert *tnents are those of the writers, am sis and

Tht Guardian reserves the right to censor or
•eject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rnles
established by Tht Guard an
All contents contained herein are the express
property of The Guardian. Copyright privileges
revert to the writers, artists, and photographers of
specific wotks after publication.
Tht Gutrdian reserves the right to reprint
works in future issues.

e 19MTh*©uardkm

Editors & Managers

GREG BILLING — Editor In Chief
CRAIG BARHORST — Graphics Manager
SCOTT COZZOLINO — Chief Photographer
JEREMY DYER — Circulation Manager
ROBBER VIN — Sports Editor
STEVE GRANT — Production Manager
RAISSA HALL — Advertising Manager
PAMELA HERSHEY — Op-Ed Editor
DAN HOC <ENSMITH — News Editor
MARTHA K)WARD — Spotlight Editor
GINA Y lUNG — Business Manager

A s s i s t a n t s & Staff

MARK BALSKEY — Advertising Rep.
SCOTT BECKER MAN — Staff Writer
KIMBERLY BIRD — Staff Writer
DAWNA COVERT — Production Assistant
JEREMY DYER — Events Coordinator
ELIZABETH GREEN — Advertising Rep.
ANGELA HOLMAN — Advertising Rep.
DONALD ILL1CH — Staff Writer
NICK MAPLES — Staff Writer
BECKY RUEF — Staff Writer
BILL SHEA — Staff Writer
JASON SKUSA — Advertising Rep.
MARK WELLS — Assistant Photographer
JESSIE WOOTEN — Atkraristiative Assistant
JEFF JOHN — Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL — Student Media

Offices

Guardian offices are located in the WSU Student Union (formerly the P.E. Building).
Editorial: 186-J — call 873-5535
Business: 186-K — call 873-5537
Guardian FAX line: (513) 873-5536

Letters to t h e Editor

• Letters should have the writer's printed
full name, address, daytime telephone number and dass standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400 words.
All letters are subject to editing for space and
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which duplicate others may be omitted.
• When responding to a story or another
writer's letter, refer to the date and headline.
• Letters should be addressed to:
Op-Ed Editor
The Guardian
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton. OH 45435

WSU isn't getting a kick back from
since 1 had registered.
The woman on the phone informed each policy they can push.
I was told on the phone not to pay
me some student- .iad been cut off
Before you pay your tuition bill or from Raider Express before being the charge when paying my fees.
let your scholarship pay for it, check able to answer if they wanted student How many times has WSU come
and make sure you're not being health insurance or not, so they took back and said someone owes money,
charged for something you didn't the liberty of tacking on $130 to not enabling them to graduate, regisavoid missing anyone who might ter for classes, etc., because of an
ask for.
administrative screw up?
Ten days after I registered for want health insurance.
All the registrar has to do is punch
Give me a break!
classes, I called Raiders Express to
If a student wasn't being charged a few buttons and take off the charge,
switch sections of a class and found
my fees had changed dramatically for health insurance they normally but the woman on the phone wouldn't
even do that. She just kept telling me,
from when I initially registered. subscribed to, WSU would know.
Why take the liberty to tack it onto "Just don't pay it." She even acted
Shocked by the news my fees had
annoyed about calling, like it was my
increased by $130, I called the other people's bills?
And how many people out there fault to begin with.
registrar's office to find out why.
I urge everyone to check their fees
After being transferred three times, paying with scholarships or have their
I was told I was being charged for parents pay would even bother to and see if any surprises are awaiting
them and ask for corrected fee statestudent health insurance. I was won look?
It makes you kind of wonder if ments.
dering how this miracle happened

By JESSIE WOOTEN
Administrative Assistant

Student Voice lets WSU community be heard
If you're one of the many people on way. Now the WSU population can do member*), but the person with the problem never shows up at our doorstep to
campus who doesn't think you have a it by simply pressing pen to paper.
And probat'v best for the students, discuss their grievance.
voice, think again.
Instead, the problem is forgotten or
The Student Voice, a program run their comments, constructive criticism
by Wright State'sStudentGovemment, and/or complaints canremainconfi- the person gets upset with The Guardattempts to put students in touch with dential (the person's identity will be ian because it didn't correct the situaknown only by Student Government) tion.
WSU's student organizations.
The Guardian exists to serve the
One box is already up and running or anonymous if they wish.
^ m
WSU community. This misin the Allyn Hall Lounge and
sion will work best only if it
two more are expected to be in
t's much easier to spout off opin- receives input from those stuplace by the end of this week
outside the University Cafeteions to friends, but when it's time dents.
The Student Voice helps
ria and in the Forest Lane Comto take responsibility for remarks students take the first step,
munity Center.
but it's up to the student to
A fourth box is planned for too many students suddenly become
follow through.
the Student Union once con.
It's much easier to spout
struction is complete.
4U
off opinions to friends, but
One student, Johyne Brooke,
A program like the Student Voice is when it's time to take responsibility for
already got involved. Brooke introremarks too many students suddenly
djced the idea of Student Voice to long overdue.
Student Government, putting the plan The Guardian will welcome the become quiet.
The Student Voice can change that,
feedback from the university via the
into motion.
It takes initiative and, in some cases, Student Voice, if people actually take but not without student support.
So far, students asked about the
intestinal fortitude, to walk into an the time tofillout the form.
All too often The Guardian hears Student Voice have expressed approval
office full of strangers and lodge a
complaint, offer a suggestion or find about complaints from other sources in the program
Now let's see if they use iL
out why something is done a certain (i.e.friends,teachers, faculty and staff
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WWSU wants
your opinion
With the naming of Harley
Flack as Wright State's fourth
president and the university's
coirmitment to diversity,
many organizations on campus are being looked at to determine how diverse they really are.
WWSU, Wright State's student operated radio station,
strives to do its part by offering numerous music shows —
from alternative to rap to
Broadway — and by continuing to be an equal-opportunity employer.
With the help of Abbie
Robinson-Armstrong, Associate Vice President for
Multicultural Affairs, the
Black Student Union, WWSU
has devised the survey aimed
at the WSU community.
With this survey, please
give your name, age and sex.
•Do you live on or off campus? Where?
•When do you listen to
WWSU?
•How did you first hear of
WWSU?
•What is your favorite type
of music?
•Who is your favorite
deejay at WWSU?
•What are some changes
you'd like to see at WWSU?
-Do you like the music flow
at WWSU?
•Do you like the WSU news
and sports coverage WWSU
provides?
Please feel free to turn in
additional comments with this
survey to WWSU, 190-C in
the Student Union. If you have
any questions, call Pete
Ziehler at (513) 873-5554.
PETE ZIEHLER
WWSU General Manager

TlIE GUARDIAN
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Letters to the Editor

Student gives Janet a rave review
Jackson show a spectacular success
The focus, however, was on
I am writing to give a review
of the Janet Jackson show at the her newer, sexier material from
Nutter Center on Feb. 4 since the smash album 'janet.'
Jackson
one wasn't
looked fangiven
last
week.
T T ighlights included tastic and
has obviAll we got
"Anytime,
Any- ously been
was
boo- H
hooing be- place," as Janet pulled a fan working out.
Highcause
the
Chief Photog- from the audience and sang lights ineluded
rapher didn't to him.
"Throb,"
get a photo of
—————
"Anytime,
Janet.
The show was spectacular. Anyplace," (as Janet pulled a fan
Janet opened with her hit single, from the audience and sang to
him) and "This Time" (a song
"If."
The song was performed in about domestic violence).
The show was full of pyromirror image of the video with
technics and explosions which
sexy movements and dancing.
She sang several songs from accented the explosiveness of
both of her earlier hit albums, Janet herself.
Her dancers were great and ob'Control' and 'Rhythm Nation
viously put in some long rehearsal
1814.'

hours.
I've never seen a group of
dancers perform better than on
ihe Janet world tour!
Janet also does something at
each of her shows that I think is
amazing.
She doesn't sell the first three
rows of tickets on the floor.
She has people walking
through the crowd at each show
handing out tickets for the floor
seats to those who don't have
such great seats.
I was one of the lucky ones
who happened to get front row
center tickets.
If you weren't in the crowd
that night, you really missed one
hell of a show!
Janet is truly one of the best.
MIKE LITHERLAND
Senior

I
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News

Restructuring planned for university government
By SCOTT BECKERMAN
Staff Writer
Within the next few months,
the structure of Wright State university government will be set.
Maybe.
Student and faculty sources say
governance restructuring is a key
issue in regard to how issues will
be resolved at WSU in the future.
Factors such as a faculty senate
and staff involvement are being
looked into now. Exactly where
these fit in seems to be the problem.
"There are three issues," said
Student Trustee Kim Covert. "The
creation of a faculty senate, increased student involvement in
university committees and the integrationofCSAC(Classified Staff
Advisory Council)and PSAC (Professional Staff Advisory Council)."

Currently a conflict runs over
three proposed models of governance.
Student Government. "SAC,
PSAC and faculty all agree on the
basics. AH models adopt a faculty
senate and include CSAC and
PSAC.
That's where the similarities
end.
"We have a couple of problems
with the faculty chart," said SO
Vice President Toby Pinkerton.
"Number one is with the numbers.
With 41 (proposed members) it's
hard to get an in-depth study of ihe
issue. With a smaller forum, it's
easier to communicate."
There is a reason for ihe number of people on Academic Council, according to Donna
Schlagheck. chair of the Governance Restructuring Committee.
"Every constituency has a

Society

u

think we're in
A embryo stage
of the decisions ...
only the earliest procedures are being
discussed."
—Donna
Schlagheck

voice." Schlagheck said. "TheyT
expect to (still) have a voice."
Schlagheck said "streamlining." as SG terms cuts in Academic
Council, would not allow some
colleges to be able to deliver members' opinions.
The faculty senate is a point ail

parties agree upon. The extent of have a voice in all matters except
its power is another point of con- tenure and promotions.
Since staff currently has no say
tention.
"f iltv senate isa place where in Academic Council. PSAC and
faci i
'ogether and formu- CSAC play a part in the new forlate »
jrt said.
mats.
"I think we're in embryo stage
"Ii
nportant that they
have a
iate. but once they of the decisions." Schlagheck said.
have that <
.'own they need to "Only the earliest procedures are
come togethei at the university being discussed. We hope to have
level." she added.
some preliminary reports by the
Pinkerton agrees on this point. end of the (academic) year."
"Students, staff and faculty
Schlagheck said Faculty Presiagree there should be a faculty sen- dent Maggie MacDonald asked
ate. There is a need to be more for some reports on the proceedings earlier, but will allow reports
broad-based." he said.
Another SG focus is more say to come in June I.
ill the governance restructuring
MID-CON
process.
TOURNEY
"There's a big difference bePUZZLE
tween taking part in the process
and just voicing an opinion." Co- SEE DETAILS
vert said.
. ON PAG£6
Pinkerton said students should

PIECE

COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS TO

NATIONAL BANK

Part-time positions available in o u r
Check Processing Department.
Benefits include:
• Tuition R e i m b u r s e m e n t
Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling
Hours are approximately:
M o n d a y t h r o u g h Friday, 3-9 p m
S a t u r d a y 12 p m - 5 p m
P o s i t i o n s a v e r a g e b e t w e e n 15 - 2 0 h o u r s p e r
week, w o r k i n g 3 d a y s per week. We offer a
s t a r t i n g p a y of $ 5 . 5 0 p e r h o u r , t h i s i n c l u d e s
b a s e p a y p l u s a n 8 % s h i f t p r e m i u m pay.
P o t e n t i a l for i n c r e a s e s a r e b a s e d on
p r o d u c t i v i t y a n d q u a l i t y of w o r k .

A hg
i h-speed romance.
Bring this ad to The Guardian and
receive your complimentary pass for two
to the preview screening of The Chase.
The screening will be held Thursday March 3rd
at 7:30 at the Beavercreek Cinema

If y o u h a v e a n y q u e s t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g t h e s e
positions, contact Don Wheeler Monday
t h r o u g h Friday, noon to 7pm a t 226-6242.
You may complete an Employment Application
Monday through Friday 10 am to 2 pm.
Don Wheeler from Society Bank will be
outside of Allyn Hall Lounge talking to
students March 8th & 11th,
9:00 a m - 12:30 pm.
SOCIETY
NATIONAL BANK
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402

EOE M/F/H/V

/
fl mgn-spBEd romance

OPM . mmi „ xwfn
fisZEZzzsstr
One pass per person.
Available while supplies last.
No pNMocoptes accepted

'iM
: SE

'BU%\ QMS ~
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Branch locations add u, for WSU
By KIMBERLY A. BIRI)
Staff Writer

T h e majority of WSU students attend classes at the main
campus, but what about those other buildings sprinkled
around the Miami Valley and beyond donned with the WSU
logo?

^ There's a lot more to Wright State
campus than what you see on Colonel
Glen Highway and that's how the
university is connected to the community

COX INSTITUTE

it serves.'' —Mark Willis

attendee i branch during the fall.
Schumm said the average Lake Campus student is about
28 years old. but lately the branch has seen an increase in the
students enrolling right out of high school because it's more
economical for them to live at home while attending college.
Some students also commute between the two campuses.
Schumm added. "A lot of students find that maybe it's a lot
easier to get into a course here when they might have gotten
closed out of a class at the main campus."

ELLIS INSTITUTE

One off-campus location. Cox
Wright State's main campus isn't the only place where learning
Another WSU branch, the Duke
Institute, 3525 Southern Blvd., was
takes place for WSU students. Shown below are some of Wright
E. Ellis Institute, is situated at 9 N.
WSU's B r a n c h C a m p u s e s
State's branch campuses located in the Miami Valley.
originally located on the campus
Edwin C. Moses Blvd. Also known
of Kettering Medical Center as a
as the Ellis Human Development
free-standing research facility
Institute, the branch is pan of the
called the Cox Heart Institute.
Huber
School of Professional Psychology.
heights
In 1977 the Cox Institute beLocated in the downtown urban area
came affiliated with the School of
of Dayton, the Institute offers a
Medicine at WSU. The Institute is
service center of psychology where
currently home base for the destate-of-the-art teaching, learning
partment of emergency medicine
and research occurs.
and pathology offices and laboraServices offered at the Ellis Intories as well as research labs and
stitute. based on reduced-fees for
magnetic resonance imaging units
those unable to afford full fees from
(MRI). According to Nick Reo,
private providers, enables the Instiassociate director of the Kettering
Kettering C e n t e r
tute to provide services to low-inMonument Ave.
South Magnetic Resonance Imagcome clients. The institute offers
Dayton
ing Lab and associate professor
assessment, counseling and consul Family Health Center
for the department of biochemistation services as well as occasional
Xeola Ave.
try and microbiology, the MRI is a
Yellow Springs
seminars.
Cox Institut
tool used to make diagnoses on
Dr. James Dobbins, associate
parts of the anatomy and to deterdean for professional affairs and
mine biochemical information
services, said the facility also acts
about tissue.
as a hub for working with inner-c; ty
Mark Willis, public relations
youth to reduce violence anJ inmanager for the School of Medicrease school achievements. Procine, explained WSU maintains
grams focus on gifted youth and
several area locations.
their families, batterers and their
"It's an example of how the
families and friends and family of
IOM8Sfll.YA.Biro
medical school here is community
people with serious illnesses.
based," Willis said. "There's a lot
The Institute also offers counmore to Wright State campus than what you see on Colonel
seling and consultation to area churches and non-profit
Glen Highway and that's how the university is connected to edge of Lake St. Mary's, the largest body of inland water in organizations. "A lot of these groups utilize our team buildOhio, the Lake Campus offers a wide variety of courses for ing — how to provide education to their congregation or
the community it serves."
students who wish to earn an associate degree or eventually problem solving in the community or other helpful protransfer to the main campus. The branch is about four years grams." Dobbins said "We don't let the doors of our facility
FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
Another location Willis mentioned as part of the medical older than the main campus, according to Assistant Dean be a boundary or barrier; we try to extend our human
school's off-campus locations is a small family medical and Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology Gre- resources out into the community," Dobbins said.
facility, the Family Health Center, located at 1001 Xenia gory Schumm.
"Originally it was founded as an independent campus."
Ave. in Yellow Springs.
KETrERING CENTER
'That's pretty unique to have a small practice site in a Schumm said. "However, once WSU was staricd. Gov.
The Eugene W. Kettering Center, located at 140 E.
small town because most universities train their students in Rhodes thought the Lake Campus would be a good outreach Monument Ave. in downtown Dayton, offers a variety of
campus for WSU, so we affiliated with the university."
large university hospitals," he said.
meeting facilities for WSU and community committees,
"They offer in two years out here just about everything activities, seminars and conferences, according to Nick
Willis said one-fourth of WSU medical students use the
they
offer
in
Dayton,"
said
Sandy
Borgerding.
a
Lake
Yellow Springs facility during their stay at the university.
Davis, senior program developer. The facility has four levels
"This way they have a chance to see how a small practice Campus receptionist in Student Services.
that include office space, two computer labs and seven
Borgerding said associate degrees are offered in biologi- meeting rooms. The Center for Labor Management Partners
works," Willis explained.
cal sciences, business administration, chemistry, communi- in Public Health, a funded program for the School of
cation, elementary and secondary education, English, geog- Medicine, is also housed in the building.
LAKE CAMPUS
raphy, history, psychology, social work and sociology as
WSU has used the Kettering Center since 1975 when the
Another branch of WSU campus exists in Celina. The
well as some technical degrees.
Engineering and Science Foundation of Dayton ceased
Lake Campus, located at 7600 state Route 703. offers
Carol Kill of the registrar's office said enrollment varies using the facility for continuing education purposes. The
college courses for undergraduate students. Sitting on the
from quarter to quarter and between 800 and 900 students university purchased the building during the 1980s.

Branching Out
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Refurbished theater caters to student tastes
By CHRISTINE ARNOLD
Associate Writer

Wright State's movie
buffs don't have to drive
into Dayton anymore to
see a good film.
The Page ManorCinema, which
closed last fall, is now run by brothers Mick and Jamie Telkamp and
the fare seems to be geared to a
college audience. These days the
marquee on Airway Road in Page
Manor Shopping Center shows
titles like Dazed and Confused.
This is Spinal Tap and Apocalypse
Now.
Page Manor was adiscount theater for several years, but the
Telkamps have added midnight
showings of popular cult classics
and directors' cuts
The theater also has the capacity to show 70mm films. Along
with a policy of a different movie
every week. Page Manor has the
potential to draw a crowd from
Wright State.
Mick Telkamp said this is not
the first time he and his brother

have ventured into the theater business.
In fall 1991 they reopened the
Westwood, the neighb "hood theater in the Cincinnati area where
they grew up.
"We're very community
minded people. We like to get involved with local churches and
schools," he said. "It's fun to run
shows and have people be appreciative of what you're doing."
Because of Page Manor's proximity to the WSU campus,
Telkamp said he can offer movies
photo by Scott Cozzoiino
he wouldn't have the opportunity
to show another kind of audience Jamie Telkamp co-owns jge Manor Cinema along with his brother Mick. They re-opened
at a price students can afford.
the theater recently after it closed last fall. The Telkamps currently offer second-run
Telkamp loves movies, but he movies, directors' cuts and cult flicks for $2 per film.
doesn't think much of the small
Tim Sweeten, the "weekend
could do it all the time. Things like
screen. "I'm not a big fan of video. was no easy job. Telkamp said the
guy." is also a big movie buff,
If I can. I see a movie in a theater concession stand was demolished the director's cuts have a strong according to Telkamp. A friend of
and the screens had even been cut. following — I'm glad we were Telkamp's in WSU's film school
at least once a week."
He and his brother have worked The theater now has a wall to wall able to provide this."
Telkamp said business has been let students fcnow about the rein and around theaters for years at curved screen Telkamp thinks may
opening and all the employees hail
places like The Movies in Cincin- be the biggest screen in Dayton. very successful in the two months from the film or acting departnati and Super Savers, a discount He also installed six-channel sur- since Page Manor Cinema re- ments.
round-sound he said makes for a opened.
multiplex operation.
Although movies may come
From mid-May until fall the
Partner Jamie is also a Univer- "top notch show."
and go. Telkamp looks forward to
Telkamp enjoys being able to operators plan to keep the theater a long running at the Page Manor
sity of Cincinnati graduate in busirun the kind of movies they have at open all day. but for now matinees
ness operations.
Cinema.
Revamping the Page Manor the midnight showings. "I wish I arc run only on weekends.

Office of Multicultural Affairs
strives toward campus diversity
and what Armstrong refers to as
European-American students.
In short, the notion of diversity
Diversity. Muiticulturalism. allows for equal appreciation for
the contributions of every member
Multiple perspectives.
These words probably conjure of the WSU community.
When students, instructors and
different meanings for different
people, but that's all right—that's staff members focus on the benefits
of muiticulturalism.
what the concepts are all about.
Abbie Robinson-Armstrong, Armstrong said, the collective selfassociate vice p'esident for WSU' s esteem of the university grows
Office of Multicultural Affairs along with allegiance to the school.
Armstrong came to WSU in
(OMA), defines muiticulturalism
as appreciation and respect for all mid-October 1993 when the Office of Minority Affairs changed
cultures and perspectives.
As a result of understanding its name to the Office of
and embracing muiticulturalism, Multicultural Affairs.
The office's focus then shifted
people can then reap the benefits
offered by cultures other than their from a specific segment of the university population to the campus as
own.
The Office of Multicultural a whole. While the Office of MiAffairs is charged with the primary nority Affairs concentrated on reresponsibility of supporting uni- taining minority students, among
other things, Armstrong sees her
versity-wide diversity.
"Diversity specifically includes las*. as going beyond the old aims.
"Once the university buys into
students from every walk of life,"
Armstrong said. Non-traditional the notion of retaining all students."
students, African-American stu- sfie said, "there won't be a need to
dents. women and gays, lesbians retain spec.ific segments of stuand bisexuals are included in the dents." Valuing the contributions
classification of diversity, as well of all students invalidates the disas faculty, staff, traditional students cussion of minority*and majority.

By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor

photo by Scott Cozzoiino

Abbie Robinson-Armstrong,
associate vice president for
the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, hopes to achieve
university-wide
muiticulturalism with the
help of the entire campus
community.
Armstrong said. Students are students, instructors are instructors,
staff members are staff members
— each with their own individual
value to the university as a whole.
"Muiticulturalism forces us to
focus on competency rather than
cultural behavior." she said. "We

focus more on human similarities
and when we do. we find there are
more similarities than differences."
Because many African-Americans share a great deal of European-American culture and vice
versa, the difference in culture rests
at a minor level it. the big scheme
of things.
"We all get the same
macrocultural information through
the media, the churches we attend,"
Armstrong said.
In working toward the goal of a
multicultural campus, Armstrong
plans to enlist the aid of students,
faculty and staff in constructing
From Monoculturalism
to
Muiticulturalism, a means of meeting this goal. "We are all going to
build this document together." she
said.
Armstrong said there are currently 77 multicultural initiatives
in departments across the university. She hopes todetail the progress
of these act ions i n a document to be
released in about a month.
Overall. Armstrong wants students to know OMA is an office for
all students. "It's all about all of
us," she said.

Student input
sought
Some students might argue Wright State faculty and
administrators prefer to
make decisions with no student involvement, but the
Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA) is currently
soliciting applicants for seats
on a new Student Advisory
Committee now in the
works.
The OMA seeks a diverse group of students committed to cultural pluralism
to advise the office and provide support for its initiatives. About 15 students are
needed to fill the positions,
according to Mai Nguyen,
OMA research assistant.
Interested students
should submit a resume:, university transcript, one letter
of recommendation and a
cover letter by March 4 to
Cheryl Lamb in the OMA,
120C Administrative Wing.
A selection committee will
screen applicants' information and make final recommendations to the associate
vice
president
for
multicultural affairs. Contact Lamb at 873-2798 for
more information.
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TANNING
SPECIAL

20
VISITS
$20.00

WALK-INS
WELCOME

WE
TAN
30
PEOPLE
PER
HOUR
SINGLE
SESSIONS

$2.50
PER
SESSION

TAN-O-RAMA
Mon-Thurs 9:00 am - Midnight
Fri 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sat & Sun 10:00 am - 8:00 pm

1128 N. Broad St.
Fairborn
Next to Family Video
where all rentals are
just 99c
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Blue Chips s c o r e s
BLUE CHIPS * * *

best player.
The on-court action is some of
Blue Chips is u basketball movie the best ever filmed and the perforwith a moral message. Nick Nolle mances are good, especially
plays Pete Bell, a foul-mouthed Nolte's. Blue
college basketball coach experi- Chips is a very
encing the worst season of his ca- e n t e r t a i n i n g
reer. The pressure is on Bell to get movie with one
into the illegal enterpri se of buy i ng primary flaw —
college athletes and he decides to who does the
do it, even though it goes against audience root
everything he stands for.
for in a sport portrayed as a money
"Friends of the program" take hungry enterprise?
In the I986 basketball hit Hoocare of the financial business of
recruiting the players; it's up to siers, the game was pure competiBell to keep them happy. But the tion when the small town team
only new player that doesn't ask went for the championship. If the
for a penny is the totally raw, 7- audience roots for anyone in this
foot Neon Bordeaux, played by film it should be Nolle, who gives
basketball superstar Shaquille his greatest performance in years.
O'Neal, who pro ves to be the team' s (Anthony Shoemaker)

ON DEAD;

•

The Guardian
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ist (his first name is Forrest — real
subtle, Steve) when he discovers
review his boss (Michael Caine) is buildI'd like to pi
by stating for the
m any- ing a refinery with inferior materihut an als. He decides to blow the place to
action-film kingdom come rather than let them
basher — in turn Alaska into one big oil slick.
fact, action The ecology is certainly a worthy
films are my subject — for Oliver Stone, maybe.
favorite genre But it doesn't work as the backand I can't bone of an action film. At least not
stand c r 'ics who dismiss them this one.
The big problem is Seagal's
outrigh ,s misguided cultural aberrations. However, Steven hopelessly incompetent direction.
A
good
action film director like
Seagal's directorial debut earns its
bad review and then some — it's A ndre w Davis, who made Seagal' s
the absolute worst big-budget, two best movies. Above the Law
major-studio actionfilmI havcever and Under Siege (and whose The
seen.
see "Reviews"
Seagal plays an oil company
continued on page 10
worker who turns environmental' \i) •

MUSIC
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I FOUND SALE The MidAWAITS
THi STODENTS FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS

mmmm

will you be there?

AWARENESS WILL CONDUCT A SALE
OF LOST m FOUND ARTICLES ON :

TUESDAY MARCH 8TH,
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF

12:30PM AND 4PM

QMm

IN THE ALLYN HALL L0UN6E

Last day to turn
in game cards:
Friday February
25th at 5 pm
Date of Drawing:
Monday
February 28th

Only tickets to the conference
will be awarded. Winners must
arrange own transportation.

Here's how to win:
ALL ITEMS HAVE BEEN HELD FOR 90 Pieces
like this one
DAYS AND WILL BE PRICED FOR
are hidden in this
week's Guardian.
DIRECT SALE. ALL PROCEEDS FROM
Find t h e m and paste
THE SALE WILL BENEFIT THE
t h e m on the g a m e grid
printed in the Feb. 9th
STUDENTS FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS
issue. This is t h e last w e e k of the contest.
AWARENESS CLUB.
After you get the 6 pieces hidden in this
ALL ARTICLES 90 DAYS OLD WILL BE
DONATED OR DISPOSED OF.
IF YOU HAVE LOST AN ITEM, PLEASE
CHECK WITH THE OFFICE OF PARKIN*
SERVICES, 017 DUNBAR LIBRARY BY
5PM, THURSDAY MARCH i , 1994.

paper YOU'RE ALMOST THERE! Paste t h e m
t o g e t h e r and turn t h e m in this Friday. You
could win t i c k e t s t o the tourney. 5 pairs of
t i c k e t s w i l l be given a w a y (1 pair per
winner). The t o u r n a m e n t will be held at the
Rosemont Horizon in Chicago, March 6 - 8.
CONTEST INFORMATION
Pasle the puzzle pieces on the game grid in the Feb 9th issue and turn it in. *
Deadline tor entries is February 25tti al 5:00 p.m Winners will be drawn on February
28th and notified by phone or on-campus mailbox
Number ol puzzle pieces hidden in this issue: 3.
Winners will have to pick up tirkets al
The

The Guardian

GtiaTCliarL

Members o! I * " Guardian not eligible to enter Winners will nave until Wednesday. Marcn 2nd to sxx
up ticket Any tickets not darned vwli Be awarded by specni drawing on Marcn 3rd Second d'awng
wrnners will only be notified by pnone
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continued from page 9

Fugitive is an Oscar nominee for
BesI Picture) can transform a batch
of slim cliches into high drama by
skillfully building tension and suspense. raising the audience's
adrenalin levels to the point where
even the most jaded moviegoers
can be roused into a frenzy.
But Seagal directs like someone who has never even seen an
action film much less starred in
five of them. His wooden acting
style carries over to every element
of lighting, choppy editing, ridiculous Rambo-esque score and painfully banal dialogue.
Seagal also lingers on the
graphic violence, which is executed
(pun intended) with all the subtlety
of a Friday the 13th movie. In
better action films, such violence
is used sporadically for shock effect, but here the level of bloodletting seems numbingly gratuitous.
Do we really need to see people's
guts being blown away in a save
the Earth" movie?
"Love Mother Earth or I' 11 kick
your ass" is Seagal's message in
On Deadly Ground. His cause is a
worthy one, but his movie is a
disaster that rivals the Exxon
Valdez. (Robert Meeker)
REALITY

The film plug is deceiving: "A
Comedy About Love In The 90's."
Yet the ihovie seems geared toward post-Baby Boomers engaged
in '70s retrospection.(DavidBrush)

MUSIC
WU-TANG CLAN —
ENTER THE WU-TANG
36 CHAMBERS
Bridging the cultural bound-

aries of hip-hop and martial arts,
this eight member tribe headquartered in the birthplace of rap. New
York, brings the enjoyment of
martial arts flicks together with
hip-hop vibes and hardcore machismo intoa crazy debut LP loaded
with much flava.
The disc showcases how important kung-fu fighting is to the
streets, represented with a "protect
ya neck" attitude.
The marriage of the two cul-

tures is handled more eloquently interrupting songs with shadowthan the Fu-Schnickcns debut out boxing and kung-fu matches,
two years ago which hit the surface mayhem in their neighborhood,
an interview with the group and
of the art but didn't dig deep.
The tracks themselves are rough fantasies of induced torture right
and sincere, and being a large clan before the hit single, "Method
provides many different styles, al- Man."
This LP proves to have many
beit mainly an east coast vibe.
V
ranges from mellow hittin' tracks in a needed different
to h
production is crisp flava that hip-hop heads who
and u.
ss heavy — defi- haven't caught the chop in the
face need to check out. (Christonitely
iendly.
Then.
any spoken parts pher Joseph)

Accepted at
m o r e Schools
t h a n you were.

BITES • •

Ben Stiller left something out
in his motion picture directorial
debut—a plot. In his rush for great
actors and actresses and a starstudded soundtrack album, he forgot films need storylines.
About 30 minutes into this film
I came to the conclusion the word
"reality" should be nowhere near
thisfilm.On the other hand, "bites"
seems to hit the spot.
Ethan Hawke (Dead Poets Society and Alive) is this film's saving grace. His charac' ~r, T roy Dyer,
a '70s aficionado and part-time
musician, is the only piece of reality in the film. Winona Ryder is
incredibly disappointing after her
P~<car-nominated performance in
Age Of Innocence.
Besides starring in four major
motion pictures. Stiller previously
directed a stage play, a short film
for Saturday Night Live and a Fox
television series, The Ben Stiller
Show. He's grabbed an audience
before. There's no reason why he
shouldn't have here.

MID-CON
TOURNEY|
PUZZLE |
PIECE
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It's cvery^^ 0 1 ^
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I Vis* U.S.A. Inc. 1994

SEE DETAILS
ON PAGE 6
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WSU turns over its i itfices of victory
start as the Vikings jumped out to a
8-2 lead.
WSU shot itself in the foot
enroute to 20first-half turnovers as
CSU went into the loeker room
with a comfortable 35-24 halftime
lead.
Men's Basketball
The Raiders came out more
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Mike Conner
motivated in the second half. JunSpecial Writer
ior foward Tracy Nixon opened up
Women's Basketball
the scoring with a lay-up and WSU
The Wright Stale women'sbasJoy Lynn Westendorf
picked up the intensity.
ketball team may have the most
The Raiders managed to cut the
victories since the 1988-89 season
Men's Baseball
lead to three points with 1:48 left in
with its 10-13 record, but it cerNeil Szeryk
the game.
tainly hasn't played like it.
Sparked by foward Lori
The second half of the season
Collins' rebounds, WSU came
has seen the Raiders fly into a tailclose only to see the game slip
spin.
FROM LAST WEEK
away.
Afterposting consecutive home
Junior guard Joy Lynn
victories over Chicago State and
Men's Basketball
Westendorf led WSU with 22
Illinois-Chicago def. WSU 86- Eastern II linios at midseason, WSU
points,
while Collins grabbed a
has lost seven of its last eight games.
70
team-leading 12 rebounds.
One might question how the
WSU def. WisconsinNext up for the Raiders were
team has fallen apart, and the anMilwaukee 89-87
the Penguins of Youngstown State
swer would be a lack of discipline.
on Feb. 19.
In the last four games, the RaidWomen's Basketball
The Pcnguinscamc to town like
Cleveland State def. WSU 74- ers have committed no less than 21
birds on a mission as 3-18 YSU
turnovers per game.
70
sought its first conference win.
Against Cleveland State, the
Youngstown State def. WSU
The ailing Raiders proved to be
Raiders committed 20 turnovers in
62-54
just
the patsy Youngstown State
the first half alone. WSU Coach
needed as the Penguins cruised to a
Terry Hall's comment on the RaidMen's Baseball
62-54 victory.
Western Carolina def. WSU 4- ers' blunders was"... anybody that
The first half saw multiple lead
commits 20 turnovers in a half can3,2-1,9-0
changes before YSU took the lead
not expect to win a basketball
photo by Scott Cozzolino
for
good with 4:30 left in the half.
game."
Tracy Nixon drives past Youngstown State defenders.
WSU trimmed its turnovers to
The Raiders are averaging 25.5
The team is shooting a medio- game homestand ended on a sour nine in the first half, but the Raidmiscues per game, while the oppoers couldn't find the basket, shootere .456 from the field and a horrid note as WSU dropped both.
sition averages 19.
On Feb. 17 the Raiders took on
Not only has the turnover de- .598 from the free-throw line.
see "Turnovers"
This past week the Raiders Cleveland State at the Nutter Cenmon haunted the Raiders in recent
continued on page 13
weeks, but their shooting has turned played their last home games of the ter. falling to the Vikings 74-70.
The
game
was
a
lost
cause
from
the
season.
Unfortunately,
the
twosour.

Athletes off
the Week

An average of 21
turnovers per game
points to a lack of
discipline

The Scores

The Sports
Calendar

WSU continues investigation of Boedeker

The Mid-Continent Conferteam Dec. 30, 1993, accused available to the mediaat press time.
Mattison was appointed by the ence had no knowledge of the inBocdekerof violating NCAA reguvestigations.
Mid-Con NCAA
lationsand "otherunethical activi- administration to investigate whatever civil/criminal charges Palmer Compliance Officer Jan Martin
Wright State is continuing its ties."
said although the Mid-Con prefers
Palmer, a junior, was released may have brought against
investigation of the charges levto be kept abreast of any investigaFeb. 24
eled at WSU Assistant Swim from the team along with senior Boedeker. She would not comtions as a courtesy, Wright State
Men's basketball at Eastern
Rowena Howell for allegedly miss- ment on the case.
Coach Toby Boedeker.
Illinois 8:35 p.m.
Palmer could not respond to did not. "Wright State has comPending the outcome of the in- ing six consecutive practices.
Charles Hartmann, head of the any questions, said. "I have to stay mitted no procedural violations of
vestigation. Boedeker was asked
any kind." she said.
Feb. 26
to go on leave with pay by WSU Athletic Council, was appointed silent." He referred everything to
Cusack said. "We have nothMen's baseball at Austin Peay Athletic Director Michael Cusack by WSU President Harlcy Flack to Mark Stone, his attorney.
State Noon
Stone would not confirm or ing to hide. There's no way to hide
look into the possibility of permitFeb. 3.
something
like this, and we
Women's basketball at
Boedeker. a 1988 WSU gradu- ting the athletes to retain their deny anything, and said he didn't
wouldn't want to anyway."
Eastern Illinois 6:15 p.m.
ate, has been an assistant swim- scholarships for next year. Palmer want the case tried in the media.
Jerry Ippoliti. the Mid-Con
Men's basketball at Wisconsin- ming coach since 1989.
The Green County Prosecutor.
will be a senior in the fall and
Green Bay 8:35 p.m.
Bill Schenck. could not be reached commissioner, said any school that
G wen Mattison, the director of Howell a fifth-year senior.
doesn't
report an alleged major
Flack also asked Hartmann to for comment, although a lowerthe Office of Legal Affairs, is in
Feb. 27
look into the alleged NCAA viola- level official did confirm the of- violation is committing a "very
charge of the investigation.
severe" infraction and that school
Men's baseball at Austin Peay
Christopher Palmer, who was tions leveled by Palmer. The re- fice had knowledge of an investi"would be penalized."
State 1 p.m.
dismissed from the men's swim port on the allegations was not gation.

Feb. 23-26
Men's and women's swimming
at the Mid-Continent Conference tournament

By BILL SHEA
Staff Writer
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WSU swimmers looking to bring home titles
Raiders finish preparing for
the upcoming Mid-Continent
Conference tournament
Mid-Con tournament.
"Throughout
As the Mid-Contincnl Confer- the season we
ence tournament grows closer, so swam against comdocs the excitement lor the Wright petition at-a higher
State men's and women's swim level than we will
see at Mid-Con. I
teams.
The women's team is looking did that on purto defend last year's title, while the pose," Liddy said.
men arc looking to regain the con- "We swam the
ference title they lost.
Ohio State and
According to both WSU senior Louisiana State
swimmer Jim Josberger and WSU (meets) in order to
Coach Matt Liddy, the competi- get to the point
where we are used
tion will be tough.
"Western Illinois won last year to tough competiand we expect them to be tough tion. So although
this year," said Josberger.
our dual meet
"They (the women's team) record doesn't inswam against the teams like Cleve- dicae how good
land State and Wisconsin Green- we are, those tough
Bay, and they should do well at meets will help us
photo by Scott Cozzoimo
conference." Liddy said.
in the end."
The keys to winning now seem
Another key for Senior Jim Josberger looks to put the finishing touches on a fine career at Wright State at the Mid-Con.
more psychological than physical. the Raiders' sucpractice. Then the men go to Min"After all the training they have cess is swimming well in the early some points on us in the butterfly, be concerned where we can get
neapolis and the women to Indiaput in, the important thing is to meets. "We need to get as many but we'll have to make those up as points."
If the swimmers place and do napolis for the championships."
remain focused," said Liddy. "We people in the top eight as possible," best we can," he said.
"It's been a great season and we
"Neither team is that big, and well in the time standards, they
need to take everything one day at said Josberger. "Although the
had a lot of good competition,"
a time, be confident and not panic. teams are small, being quick in the the first day will be big for us," could qualify for the NCAA chamsaid Josberger. "Being a senior I'm
That will make all the difference in morning will help us make it to the added Liddy. "The events where pionships. Approximately 240athexcited. especially since 1' ve come
we have four or five people, we Ietes are chosen.
winning and not winning."
finals."
"It's like a mini-season," said so close in the last two years to
Josberger believes the men will need them to place top eight.
Liddy isalso confident thecommaking it to the national champi"I don't think we can worry Liddy." The guys have three weeks
petition WSU faced in the dual do well in the backstroke and breastonships."
meet season will be an asset at the stroke events. "They might score about our weaknesses, we need to and the women have a month to
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Special Writer

Opening series proves unkind to the Raiders
Wright State drops this season will be. who can fill the
gloves of former Raiders Brian
the first three
Anderson, drafted by the California Angels, and Jon Sbrocco,
games of the
drafted by the San Francisco Giseason
ants.
By ROBB ERVIN
.'ports Editor
Signs of spring are in the air as
America's favorite pastime is back
in swing at the collegiate level.
While most Major League clubs
are reporting to spring training, the
college baseball action is under
way.
The Wright State baseball team
opened its 1994 season in the south,
squaring off against Western Carolina.
The beginning of the season
got off to a rocky start with the
Raiders dropping all three games
against the Catamounts.
The question following WSU

Rexrode slammed the door on the a single game will be played the
Raiders, scattering two hits over following day at 1 p.m. Sullins and
six innings and striking out seven. Szeryk are expected to be the startThe Raiders' offense managed ers in the double-header on Saturthree hits and proved to be no help day.
to sophomore left-hander Joe
The answer might be senior first
Nadeau who suffered his first loss
baseman/pitcher Neil Szeryk and
of the season.
junior third baseman Kris Jarosz.
Nadeau allowed four runs, three
The Catamounts scored one run
of them earned, on six Catamount
in the bottom of the fifth inning, stepped onto the pitcher's mound. hits in four innings of work.
breaking a 3-3 tic and giving WestThe bullpen couldn't keep the
After fourscoreless innings, the
ern Carolina its first win of the Catamounts struckfirst,taking a 1 - Raiders close as Michael Innis was
season, 4-3.
burned for five runs in just 2 1/3
0 lead.
In the opener against Western
The Raiders quickly answered innings of work.
Carolina, Szeryk went 2 for 3, in- as Jarosz, who moved over to first
With the season only three
cluding one double and one RBI. base, singled in sophomore short- games old. S/eryk leads the Raidwhile Jarosz was 2 for 4 and scored stop Phil Long, tying the score I -1 ers with a .429 batting average and
one run.
The lead didn't last as Szeryk gave three RBIs. Jarosz is batting .400
Juniorright-handerSean Sullins up the winning run in the bottom of with one RBI.
suffered the loss in game one, pitch- the sixth, losing 2-1.
Next in line for the Raiders is a
ing six complete innings, giving up
After two heartbreaking losses three game scries against Austin
six hits and four runs.
to the Catamounts, the Raiders fell Peay State.
photo courtesy ot sports information
A double-header will start the
Szeryk traded in his first apart in game three, losing 9-0.
baseman's glove for a fastball and
Western Carolina's Kevin weekend off at noon on Feb. 26 and Neil Szeryk
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New SELF DEFENSE CLUB Opens
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Tnp for 2 5 da>V4 nights. includes round trip
iTUise. and hotel accommodations while ihcrc.
Contact Mr Pielro home 427-3430 or Ml i 258

General
Spring Break' BeM Trip* & Price*! Bahama?.
Party Crai« 6 Days S279' Includes 12 meals
and 6 f t t : parties! Panama City room with
kitchen 8 days $119! Cancun and Jamaica with
a., from Columbus 8 days from $469! Daytona
5149! Key West S249! Cocoa Beach SI59! I800-678-6386
New SELF-DEFENSE CLUB Opens - Black
Belt Instructor Michael Ruppert will be
teaching SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES starting
Monday. March 7 from 7 15-8:30 p.m. This
training module will emphasize sticks from 6 24 inches. Ages 15-up or with instructor
approval Defensive knife use seminar March
26 There are no contracts. Pay by the month.
Classes held at B & B Gymnastics - Exit 24 off
675 - North on 444 Call RENOTT Training &
Supplies at 236-7234 for more information.

Help W a n t e d ]
Pan-time help needed' Friendly atmosphere,
flexible hours. Apply in Person Mor 'iys and
Thursdays 12-5 or by appointment. Ask for
Dave. Knollwood Garden Center 3766 DaytonXenia Rd. Beavercreek 426-0861
••"•SPRING BREAK
Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica. Florida. & Padre! 110%
Lowest price guarantee' Organize 15 friends
and your trip is free! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-7283
ATTENTION STUDENTS - Earn extra cash
stuffing envelopes at home. All materials
provided. Send SASE to Midwest Mailers P.O
Box 395. Olaihe. KS 66051. Immediate
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B o nnie a Student Orientation l eader and be a
Vital Part of Wright State University! Please
attend an information session at one of the
lollowing times Monday. I ch ?X. 7 00 pm.
339 Milieu. Tuesday. Mar. 1.7
,.m, 379
Millett: Wednesday. Mar 9. 7.0t)pm. 364
Allyn Applications will be available after 7.00
pm on February 28 We recommend that you
attend an information session to learn more
about the job requirements. If you have any
questions feel free to contact Shelly Moms at
873-5570 or Katie Deedrick at 873-3510
If you consider yourself articulate on the
telephone, and wish to work evenings (no Fri or
Sat!) You can earn full-time wages for parttime work The Dayton Philharmonic
Orchestra needs motivated students who can
assist in ticket sales. The hours are 5 30-9:30
pm. Sun-Tlnirs and the hourly wage is $6 00/hr
and unlimited commission This position runs
through Aug^94. The working environment is
casual and friendly If interested call Brian at
224-3521 Mon-Fri I lam - 4pm

Renting
Ihink Firwood Apis' Super prices, recently
remodeled apts.. friendly atmosphere,
swimming pool, volleyball, basketball,
recreation room, and fun organized events
Call 294-1030 or 258-1927 or slop by 344-A
Firwood Dr. off Irving today'
For rem iwo bedroom apt walking distance
from campus (on Forest Lane). Call Barbara at
879-5184 or 426-8882.
w-'ele straight mature male (in early 20's)
looking for roommate to share 3 bdrm,. 2 baih
house in N Huber Heights. Fully furnished
home includes fireplace. 2-car garage w/
remote, patio, microwave & more. Very nice
neighborhood. Only 10 mins to WSU and
WPAFB. $350 + 1/2 utilities. 236-2665.
Brick home to share. Forest ridge, quad level,
2 refrigerators, your own room. 5 mi. to WSU
Share phone costs and duties. $165 to $175.
Call 233-4672

apartment Fully-furnished except for bedroon
suite. Male, iionsmoker. responsible f ive
minutes from WSU $175 plus 1/2 utilities
Also share garage. Call Ed at 258-3741
Roomy, clean. 3 hdmi 1/2 double, all include
w-w carpeting, w-d hookup, appliances,
basements, and some ceiling fans. *lhis is an
outstanding value Only 10 min from WSU.
Starting at S360 Please call 298-2112.

Services
FREE WILLY S TY PING SERVICE NEED those college repons. research papers,
term papers or resumes or college notes typed''
Then give me the opportunity to serve your
needs. I offer pickup/delivery and I guarantee
quick turnover at reasonable prices. Call Will
at 256-6005
•LOSE WEIGHT* Increase energy, redu
stress, make mone>$$ and have fun. Ca!
463-3020
Need help editing that end of the quarter
term paper? Assistance is here. Call Dawn at
864-2010 for more info
Student job seekers: Need an outstanding
resume? One day full resume service.
Writing, editing, layout, and design. Call
Randy at Write Away Resumes 427-0316.

e

Personals

Planning a Spring Wedding 0 We still have a
few dates available. Professional Wedding
Photography at affordable rates. Gary Jones
Photgraphy 299-8180 for information.

S. ^ DETAILS
O N ->AGE 6

Roommate needed to share attendant care
Utilities, no rem. Call 252-6014.
Roommate wanted to share two bedroom
costs nothing and lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift. I -800-932-0528 exl 65.

A BETTER R E S U M E

NEED MONEY FOR SCHOOL? Market
USA is the answer for you! We are a fullservice telemarketing firm located just 5
minutes north of WSU. We offer $6.00 per
hour phis incentives We can fit your schedule
with shifts offered 9-3 and 4-10 M-F (Sat. are
always optional). Our clients are well
established national banks, retailers, and
insurance companies We don't sell magazines
or cemetery plots! If interested call Rene at
879-8593.

As a former Personnel Manager. I'll write a resume
that will gel you attenlion. respect, and the job you want!
I will also recommend the best way to market your
skills, talents, strengths, abilities and qualifications.
A
and how to negotiate the best salary.

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed for
sleep research project at VA Hospital. Will
compensate. Call 267-3910. Mon - Fri. 7 am 3:30 pm.
Bob Evans Restuarant in Centerville is hiring
night servers. We offer opportunity for
excellent earnings, flexible hours, and a clean,
fnendly environment. Apply at 7115 Far Hills
Avenue between 2-4 pm
AA Cruise & Travel Employment Guide Earn
big SSS + travel the world free! (Caribbean,
Europe. Hawaii. Asia!) Hurry! Busy Spring/
Summer seasons approaching Guaranteed
success! Call (919) 929-4398 ext. C367

/V
LASER PRINTING • ONE OA* SERVICE '
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES ;
STUDENTS • HANDICAPPED PERSONS • ALL TRADES & PROFESSIONS i
409 RED HAW ROAD

E5EZ5ZO

WANT A JOB?
CALL 8 7 3 - 3 0 0 0
TODAY!

Black Belt Instructor Michael Ruppert will be
teaching SELF-DEFENSE CUSSES starting
Monday, March 7th from 7:15 - 8:30 pm. This
training module will emphasize jtickes from
6- 24 inches. Ages 15 - up or with instructor
approval. Defensive knife use seminar
March 26th. There are no contracts. Pay by
the month. Classes held at B&B Gymnastics
Exit 24 off 1-675, North on 444
Call RENOTT Training S Supplies at
238-7234 for more information.
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R e d u c e d P r i c e s for Wright
S t a t e S t u d e n t s w i t h I.D.
Beginner Programs $24.99
6 Visits $21.99 11 Visits S32.99
10 mins from WSU. 1-675 Exit 24
Serving WSU students for 9 years
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1186 N. Broad St.
in Fairborn

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma

p plasma alliance
•p«opta Helping Pew*"

Mon-Thurs 7:00am - 930pm
Friday 7:00am - 9:00pm
Saturday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 5:00pm
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

a
-—=ae
RT 4

165 E.Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio
RTA Bus 22
ID Required.
Proof of Age.

ARCHADECK AMERICA S DECK
BUILDER - America's leading custom design
deck builder is looking for a highly motivated,
conscientious and responsible individual to run
the deck cleaning and sealing service of the
Greater Dayton office. Responsiblities to
include sales and labor. Job scheduling is
flexible Transportation a must. Interested
prospects should call 848-7040 to set an
interview appointment
Fine Jewelry Distributor - cam excellent
income in your spare lime. Complete line of
quality fine jewelry from Cincinnati area
manufacturer Many styles of 14K and 10K
gold necklaces, bracelets, rings, eanings.
unique oendants and charms. Custom designs,
all gemstones. remounts, repair Requires no
inventory, paperwork, or delivery Call 2528056 evenings.

Earn up to $30.00
for your first donation
Provided by The Office of Career Services

Up to $90.00 in just two weeks

!
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RflTZ by BEN SMITH
DIP VCU HEAP
W W THERE'S
A 0CE£ W«IN!>

J C6NT BEUEVfc

TJPN AtiCJND

IT' i t s COMING

SLOWLY A u p

TEU ME WHAT

Vr.u set

off the mark by Mark Parisi
3 4 * .. • FRUIT OF WE LOOM... 50%, COTTON
50%
--

POLYESTER . . MACHINE WASH
^
WARM...
/

:•-

SNAP*
RUSTLE

~

THF. SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
A HALF CUBE 0?
MELTED BUTOR INTO THE
&EATEN E# WHITER-

WHEM NO READING MATERIAL WAS AVAILABLE,
NICK WAS FORCED TO TAKE EXTREME MEASURES.

..ADD ONE CAH Of
rtmv cism AHD
FREM Gtounb

PEPPER..

„ TriEN PPJR THE
mwt OVER WR HEAP
AHPW L » » S »
LIKEflBlfr IWOTIf

flNCE WEN DID D*VE
L£TTERM*N START tfye5T
» F W THE FW6A1StWRMETp

OUT ON A LJMB by GARY KOPERVAS
LivesTocK

PLASMA DONORS CASH IS BACK

NO MORE CHECKS! NEW DONORS. WHY HASSLE WITH CHECKS?
(Or 30 day absence) First 4 donations In 2 weeks S25-S20-S20-S20
REGULAR DONATIONS
By weight 2 donations per week
$15-$20orS16-20

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
Phone 27B-8800
3909 Salem Ave
RTA Bus 6

NEW HOURS
Monday-Thursday 7am-4pm Friday 7am - 3pm
Saturday 7am-12 noon

bugz

by Mike Whalt y

and then some

Thomas Berry Talks
Here's something you'll wont to grob in o snop: Red Lobster is expending its
notionol success story-ogoin. For three yeors in o row, we've been the notion's
lop choice in W-service seofood dinnerhouses. With our growth and expansion,
you can enjoy a fun, upbeat environment, great poy, excellent benefits, full
training and flexibility. We're hiring now for the following positions:
• Hosts/Hostesses
• Line Cooks
• Alley Coordinators
• Dishwashers

• Waiters/Waitresses
• Bartenders
• Food Production

RED LOBSTER
991 E. Ash Street
Piqua, OH
Please apply in person at the obove location Tuesday-Friday, I0om-7pm. Store
is opening March 14! We ore on equol opportunity employer.

Red Lobster

The universe Story:

DAYTONA
BEACH
BOARDWALK

scientific. Mythic, & Mystical

Author of The Dream of the Eartti^m
The Universe story ,'
'Mention Ous
breakfast free

